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The Ideal Canadian Pension Plan (ICPP) offers an effective solution to Canada’s pension issues,
particularly those facing private sector employers and employees.
The ICPP is a Collective Defined Contribution Plan, designed to provide its members with a reliable
lifetime pension with similar retirement inflation protection and benefit security as enjoyed by Defined
Benefit (DB) Pension Plan members, who are now almost exclusively employed in the public sector.
Through proper pooled investments and pooled collective payout strategies, the ICPP is expected to
generate substantially higher retirement income than traditional Defined Contribution (DC) pension
plans. In fact, the expense savings during the accumulation and payout phase, the collective payout
strategies, and the collective risk management in this program should double a career employee’s
actual lifetime retirement income for the same contributions.
Sound impossible? The truth is that most Canadians pay at least 25% of their contributions to support
service supplier expenses. Efficient payout strategies are also prohibitively expensive, especially in
today’s marketplace. The ICPP is able to remedy these issues, resulting in double the pension for career
plan members.
The ICPP has been created for Canadian employees using the best ideas and practices from Canada and
around the world. Variable annuities are used in the US. Collective Defined Contribution Pension Plans
are common in Europe. Many of the ICPP design elements are borrowed from defined benefit pension
plans in Canada.
The ICPP is the product of extensive research and years of expertise within the Canadian pension
industry. We see the ICPP as the future of Canadian pensions in the private sector.
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There is a pension crisis in Canada that must be addressed. One of the most pressing issues is that
three-quarters of Canadian private sector employees have no pension at all. These individuals are at a
very real risk of not having enough income to sustain their standard of living in retirement. Employees
covered by typical DC pension plans also face this threat.
One quarter of families nearing retirement are at risk of suffering a substantial reduction in lifestyle. We
must offer them the opportunity to increase the retirement income they can provide through their
existing savings.
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For employers, pension plans have become too risky and expensive. They are burdened with the
responsibility and cost of increased regulatory, administrative, pension design, advice, human resource
management, and fiduciary duty. All but the very largest of single employers, acting on their own,
should not be expected to provide pension plans to their employees.
Those employers who do offer a DC plan struggle to convince employees to retire when appropriate
because employees worry they haven’t saved enough to meet their retirement goals. DC plans are often
viewed simply as savings instead of sustainable retirement income. Employees don’t know what their
retirement savings will provide in income, except what an insured annuity will provide, which is just not
enough.
Employees covered by DC plans are also unfairly burdened with a number risks and concerns, not the
least of which is whether they are getting good advice. Regulators have dropped the ball with excessive
focus on many issues that are just not important. We need to do our best to offer Canadians a
reasonable role in their own retirement planning. Their role should not include managing investment
risks, unreliable payouts, longevity risks, and inflation risks. They should instead be able to concentrate
on their retirement goals. The ICPP allows them to do this.
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Canadian employees want peace of mind when it comes to their retirement.
For most, this means help in understanding what their retirement goals should be. This includes simply
meeting their basic financial needs throughout retirement. Often, it also includes being able to maintain
their standard of living without having to worry about outliving their savings. Some employees also have
special needs that must be considered in their plan.
Employees need appropriate guidance and continuing support delivered to them at the right time as
they conduct their retirement planning.
Canadian Employers want pension plans with the lowest possible costs, and certainly reduced costs
from current levels. They also want reduced administrative responsibility, limited fiduciary duty, and no
balance sheet obligations. They need to offer their employees the kind of pension plan that entices,
maintains, and ultimately allows a dedicated member of their workforce to retire when the time comes.
The ICPP gives both employees and employers what they want.
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In their May 2017 white paper “We’ll Live to Be 100 – How Can We Afford It?”, the World Economic
Forum promotes Collective Defined Contribution pension systems which “allow members to pool or
collectivize their retirement savings to reduce risks and fees.”
This chart highlights the fundamental attributes of a Collective Defined Contribution plan, contrasted
with Defined Benefit (DB) and Defined Contribution (DC) plans. The ICPP, which is a Collective DC plan,
aligns with these attributes.
A Collective DC Plan is professionally managed for all its Members, not individually managed by its
Members as in traditional DC Plans.
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The current regulatory environment in Canada makes it difficult, if not impossible, to provide cost
effective pension solutions for small employers and the self-employed. These Canadians deserve access
to the pension industry. The ICPP offers access to a good pension plan to those who are otherwise shut
out of affordable, reliable pensions.
Large employers are increasingly reluctant to sponsor complicated retirement solutions. Their
employees deserve continued access to the pension industry.
The ICPP is collective and treats all members the same. A member’s contribution is used to support that
member’s pension, but is managed collectively to gain access to affordable and optimal solutions.
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Given that the ICPP is a Collective Defined Contribution plan, a Participating Employer does not “own
the pension plan directly”. The Participating Employer accounts for the pension plan by recording its
contributions to the ICPP as a pension expense only. This means there are no corporate balance sheet
implications. The ICPP is accounted for much like the CPP.
Like any other DC pension plan, the Participating Employer sets contributions and is able to change the
contributions as they see fit.
Unlike a traditional DC plan, the ICPP removes the fiduciary, governance and administrative burden
from the plan sponsor. The ICPP utilizes a management board which oversees and governs the plan.
Participating employers do not have to report to regulators. The plan administrator completes all
reporting.
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ICPP Members focus on their retirement lifestyle choices – their personal benefit targets – and not on
the investment process that supports these targets. This is a paradigm shift from traditional defined
contribution pension plan approaches that require Members to focus on individual investment decision
making.
The ICPP is designed with several targeted benefit payout options that can be used to meet all of our
Members’ potential needs. The CPP Double-Up Benefit, the Lifestyle Maintenance Bridge Benefit, the
Lifetime Lifestyle Benefit, the Additional Lifetime Income Benefit, the Extra Cash Early Benefit, and the
Minimum Taxable Benefit payout options are all designed to meet the specific needs of the Members.
For example, the CPP Double-Up benefit is designed to meet a Member’s basic financial needs
throughout retirement and is paid through an uninsured variable annuity that provides a lifetime
monthly benefit which is expected to grow with inflation.
A Member may elect to “double” the CPP Double-Up benefit if that Member needs additional security in
retirement.
Member’s select their retirement targets and then we help them determine the realistic contributions
needed to support those targets.
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The CPP Double-Up Pension is the keystone of the ICPP. The CPP Double-Up Benefit has been designed
to meet Canadians’ basic needs in retirement, when combined with their OAS and CPP pensions, in
retirement. It provides payments during the Member’s entire lifetime that increase with inflation.
Other payout options include:
CPP Double-Double: Two-times the CPP double up (ideal for higher income earners).
Lifestyle Maintenance Bridge: Allows most Members of the ICPP an appropriate target benefit to meet
their expected lifestyle needs at retirement when added to the CPP Double-Up Benefit. This benefit
stops at age 85 when the Member’s needs are expected to reduce.
Lifetime Lifestyle Maintenance: Continuation of the Lifestyle Maintenance Bridge for the rest of a
Member’s life beyond age 85.
Extra Lifetime Income: Allows a Member, typically a high income Member, to target additional funds to
pay for an insured annuity in an amount that is completely discretionary. The ICPP will then invest any
available contributions to support this benefit and purchase an insured annuity on the Member’s behalf
at retirement.
Extra Cash Early: Allows a Member to designate additional payments early in the Member’s retirement.
Minimum Taxable Benefit: This benefit is designed to ensure that the total benefit paid each year
respects income tax act requirements.
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The CPP Double-Up and the Double-Double are provided through an uninsured collective variable
annuity. This is one of the features that makes the ICPP so innovative.
Traditional insured annuities are priced to produce profit and reflect sub-optimal investments required
by insurers.
Through better investments and pooling of longevity and mortality risk, the ICPP’s uninsured collective
variable annuity provides higher expected payouts. It also guarantees Members receive payments from
the plan for their lifetime with expected regular inflationary increases. It also removes the requirement
for an individual Member to manage the Member’s payments into old age.
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The ICPP clearly distinguishes between assets that are supporting benefits that are payable later and
assets that are supporting benefits that are payable now. There is an Accumulation Fund for assets
supporting benefits payable later, a number of Transition Funds for assets being transitioned from the
Accumulation Fund into a Payout Fund, and a number of Payout Funds to support the various targeted
benefits under the ICPP when they are in “payout” mode.
Each fund has its own investment policy and its assets are managed separately from all of the other
funds’ assets. The Accumulation Fund’s assets are invested differently than the Transition Fund’s assets
or any of the Payout Funds’ assets. A member does not have to manage the transfer of assets between
the various funds: this happens automatically based on the Member’s individual retirement targets.
Assets are held entirely in the Accumulation Fund until the member is within ten years of his anticipated
first payout date. At that point the transition begins. The transition is completed when the assets are
first needed to pay for the member’s targeted benefits.
All a member has to do is prioritize his targeted benefits, establish his contribution rate and select his
first payout date(s). All investments and transitions will then be automatic under the ICPP. Members
are not asked to make investment choices. There is a single investment for all members. Member’s may
change their contributions or targets at any time.
The investment goal is to maximize the pension plan member’s utility. We will therefore invest in the
asset class that is expected to provide the best risk adjusted return for any potential benefit target. For
example, the Accumulation Fund is invested in equities only given its long-term investment horizon (i.e.
longer than ten years).
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We’ve chosen ICPP Funds Ltd as the investment manager for the ICPP, which has developed appropriate
mandates for each Fund. For example, the ICPP Accumulation Fund mandate is to support a true, long
term investment.
We invest the accumulation fund using what we consider a “smart beta” strategy. What this means is
that we will invest in companies that reasonably represent what we consider to be the right markets.
The approach is a rules based active mandate. For this Fund, we invest primarily in Canadian
equities. We invest in large Canadian companies that are expected to do well over the long term. We
also invest in large multinational companies with a Canadian presence that are expected to do well over
the long term. Our Multinational investments represent the global market.
Our investments involve 60 to 80 individual companies at any point in time. We balance and rebalance
our investments quarterly so that our exposure to each company remains at our stated goals. This will
cause us to routinely sell some investments that have increased in value and buy some investments that
have decreased in value. We buy low and sell high.
We choose two leading companies that we believe have the highest potential long term investment
return from each category defined by us. We actively monitor the third best company in a category. We
select the top two companies in each category and confirm them at least once a year. We expect most
of the companies on our investment list to remain on the list from year to year but we have the
discipline to review our lists on an ongoing basis.
Our investment manager may elect to invest in only the best company in a pair. If the second best
company in a category becomes the best, our manager may transition our investment to that company
over time. For some pairs our manager elects to invest in both leading companies.
Our transition funds consist of investments in the Accumulation Fund and the targeted Fund to support
the Member’s elected target benefit. The Funds supporting payout strategies have investment
mandates that are specific to that strategy. For example, the Payout Fund supporting the uninsured
variable annuity that is used for the CPP Double-Up benefit has an investment mandate that invests
50% in the Accumulation Fund and 50% in the iShares XBB ETF. This means the investments are 50% in
equities and 50% in the universe of Canadian bonds. This is appropriate for a payout strategy that pays
benefits for a Member’s lifetime that need to increase with inflation .
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Careful consideration of the investment structures and administration of the ICPP, together with the
collective nature of pooling, result in significantly lower overall fees for the ICPP compared with typical
fees for small to medium sized DC arrangements currently offered in the marketplace. The fees are
similar or better than fees charged to large pension plans in Canada.
Simply put, the ICPP achieves greater efficiency and effectiveness. The result is more money available to
pay for Member benefits.
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The ICPP reframes the employer’s fundamental role in the pension process. An employer will no longer
be expected to be an administrator, investment manager, financial planner, trustee or fiduciary for the
pension plan. After the Participating Employer completes the enrolment process, the employer can
treat the ICPP like the CPP. They simply manage payroll.
The employer does have a very important role upon adopting the ICPP. It must establish the benefit
support levels for its employees. The employer then deducts and remits pension contributions on behalf
of covered employees. The employer is, in essence, an agent of the ICPP Administrator. The employer is
provided ongoing information to determine whether the ICPP can be expected to continue to meet its
employees needs.
The ICPP pension design and governance structure essentially eliminates individual employer risks. The
ICPP Administrator provides support to all Members to allow them to participate fully in the ICPP. Any
Participating Employer may also ask the ICPP Administrator to provide additional retirement planning
support to its covered employees and pay for those extra services directly, at its sole discretion. The
Participating Employer can also pay for additional independent support for its employees from another
third party.
Participating Employers will have representation on the ICPP Management Board, but no particular
Participating Employer is obligated to participate. The Participating Employer may nominate a
Management Board representative, or not. The Participating Employer may vote for its Management
Board representative, or not.
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As we’ve already stated, Members of the ICPP concentrate on their retirement lifestyle choices
(personal benefit targets) and not on the investment process that supports these targets.
On enrolment each employee must make a few simple decisions:
•
•
•
•
•

When do I want to retire? (Expected Retirement Date)
What are my expected retirement needs? (Basic, Lifestyle Maintenance and Discretionary)
Should I target more to meet my basic needs? (Increase the CPP Double-Up Benefit to 200%)
Will I contribute more than the required contribution established by my employer to meet those
needs? (Discretionary Contributions)
Should I transfer any existing registered savings into the ICPP?

The Member is then provided with tools and support to monitor the results and can make changes as
needed.
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In summary, the ICPP is a cooperative and collective defined contribution pension plan. The collective
part allows us to manage investments together and streamline administration, thereby reducing
expenses. The cooperative part allows us to introduce optimal payout strategies that otherwise would
not be available. The ICPP pension design and governance structure also essentially eliminates
individual employer risks. The design provides for appropriate Member support during the Member’s
entire lifetime.
By using the best elements of current Defined Benefit and Defined Contribution plans, the ICPP delivers
an optimal pension plan for private sector Canadians.
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